
Two ways of thinking about essay structure 

Below are two versions of the same essay and in the two versions I am demonstrating two practices 
that, if incorporated into your essays, will improve them immeasurably.  

Essay One: Here I have highlighted where I have included argument into the essay. Each section 
highlighted in red is argument that relates directly to the question. It addresses, or answers the ques-
tion. As you can see, the argument constitutes a large part of the essay, and most examiners will 
award the majority of marks in an essay to the sections where there is a clear argument that answers 
the question in a logical way.  

Argument, therefore, is king. Essays without it will only ever struggle to get a pass mark, essays 
which are based around and dominated by a fluent argument will reach the highest grades (assum-
ing the rest of the essay is factual and well written). 

Read through each red section and then refer back to the question and ask how far the argument or 
judgement addresses the question. 

Essay Two: In essay two I’ve shown how to present a paragraph in a slight alternative to the regular 
point, evidence, judgement manner. I’ve also demonstrated how to transition to a second paragraph 
which has a follow up or related idea. 

Essay Take One 

* Argument 

“The Nazi police state evolved in a haphazard way but ultimately served Hitler’s purposes”, how 
far do you agree? 

Between 1933 and 1945 the Nazi police state underwent a series of changes and gradually evolved, 
enabling the regime to enforce its racial and social ideology on Germany. However, the extent to 
which this can be thought of as a systematic and planned development is questionable. Most evi-
dence now points towards the notion that the Nazi police state developed in a partially disorganised 
way, without a clear strategic vision from Hitler. 
This essay will explore the various organs of state repression and chart their evolution and change. 

The Nazis inherited a fragmented police force, with separate states within Germany operating their 
own law enforcement bodies. In many German states such as Prussia there were already security 
and intelligence divisions of the police, carrying out secret surveillance of communist and socialist 
groups and it was from these organisations that the Gestapo (Secret State Police) was drawn. 
The extent to which the founding of the Gestapo can be described as a ‘haphazard’ development in 
the creation of police state is debatable. Hitler certainly believed that a secret police force was nec-
essary for the enforcement of his ideas and mass arrests of political opponents was the only way to 
bring about the kind of radical change in Germany he wanted. In this light, Goering’s decision to 
create the Gestapo appears ordered and logical. 



However, the next stage in the development of the police state, the merger of the Gestapo with the 
SS in 1934 and the dismissal of their former chief, Rudolf Diels shows a different picture.  
Diels was removed from his job because of jealousy from Himmler, who wanted to control all the 
police forces, along with the SS, in Germany. Himmler’s acquisition of the Gestapo owed more to 
rivalries between Hitler’s lieutenants than to a rational planning of the Nazi police state. Hitler was 
not the architect of this policy but instead he was its authoriser. He enabled the Gestapo to evolve in 
this way because he believed that Himmler was both loyal and effective. 
The appointment of Heinrich Muller as the head of the Gestapo in 1936 also indicates that the or-
ganisation was not evolving as the result of ordered or strategic planning. Muller was not a Nazi or 
a member of the party, and only joined in 1939 because of his own careerist ambitions. Whilst he 
was an effective administrator, his lack of loyalty to the ideology of Nazism and his early opposi-
tion to the party was well known by Himmler. This indicates that a uniform policy of political con-
trol within the Gestapo (an organisation dedicated to enforcing Nazi policies), was absent. Muller 
was allowed to remain in his post because he was hard working and thorough and in part because 
Hitler was a ‘laissez faire’ dictator, often allowing events to develop in a haphazard manner. 
The development of the camp system is also evidence of this casual approach. Even though the 
camps ultimately served the regime, the haste with which they were set up in 1933 indicates a lack 
of thorough planning. 
The huge influx of political prisoners into the prison system following the anti communist purge of 
1933 meant that Germany’s ‘regular’ prisons were overwhelmed and new prison sites had to be es-
tablished in a hurry. Concentration camps like Dachau were highly improvised to begin with, and 
often served as a statement to the German public that ‘threats’ to Germany from the communists 
had been dealt with. This hurried development of a concentration camp network suggests that ini-
tially a haphazard and unplanned approach prevailed, but in later years the camp network became 
far more systematised. 
The chaotic development of the police state became more ordered after 1936 when all organs of the 
secret police were merged together into one body, the SIPO, and all repression fell to the responsi-
bility of Himmler and the SS. This consolidation of the police state represented attempts by the 
Nazi Party to give it a coherent structure that it had lacked since it developed, but it also left enor-
mous power in Himmler’s hands. This ultimately never developed into a threat to Hitler’s rule, but 
it was also a development he had neither planned nor wished for. 

Essay Take Two 

“The Nazi police state evolved in a haphazard way but ultimately served Hitler’s purposes”, how 
far do you agree? 

Between 1933 and 1945 the Nazi police state underwent a series of changes and gradually evolved, 
enabling the regime to enforce its racial and social ideology on Germany. However, the extent to 
which this can be thought of as a systematic and planned development is questionable. Most evi-
dence now points towards the notion that the Nazi police state developed in a partially disorganised 
way, without a clear strategic vision from Hitler. 
This essay will explore the various organs of state repression and chart their evolution and change. 



 

The Nazis inherited a fragmented police force, with separate states within Germany operating their 
own law enforcement bodies. In many German states such as Prussia there were already security 
and intelligence divisions of the police, carrying out secret surveillance of communist and socialist 
groups and it was from these organisations that the Gestapo (Secret State Police) was drawn. 
The extent to which the founding of the Gestapo can be described as a ‘haphazard’ development in 
the creation of police state is debatable. Hitler certainly believed that a secret police force was nec-
essary for the enforcement of his ideas and mass arrests of political opponents was the only way to 
bring about the kind of radical change in Germany he wanted. In this light, Goering’s decision to 
create the Gestapo appears ordered and logical.  

However, the next stage in the development of the police state, the merger of the Gestapo with the 
SS in 1934 and the dismissal of their former chief, Rudolf Diels shows a different picture.  

Diels was removed from his job because of jealousy from Himmler, who wanted to control all the 
police forces, along with the SS, in Germany. Himmler’s acquisition of the Gestapo owed more to 
rivalries between Hitler’s lieutenants than to a rational planning of the Nazi police state. Hitler was 
not the architect of this policy but instead he was its authoriser. He enabled the Gestapo to evolve in 
this way because he believed that Himmler was both loyal and effective. 
The appointment of Heinrich Muller as the head of the Gestapo in 1936 also indicates that the or-
ganisation was not evolving as the result of ordered or strategic planning. Muller was not a Nazi or 
a member of the party, and only joined in 1939 because of his own careerist ambitions. Whilst he 
was an effective administrator, his lack of loyalty to the ideology of Nazism and his early opposi-
tion to the party was well known by Himmler. This indicates that a uniform policy of political con-
trol within the Gestapo (an organisation dedicated to enforcing Nazi policies), was absent. Muller 
was allowed to remain in his post because he was hard working and thorough and in part because 
Hitler was a ‘laissez faire’ dictator, often allowing events to develop in a haphazard manner. 
The development of the camp system is also evidence of this casual approach. Even though the 
camps ultimately served the regime, the haste with which they were set up in 1933 indicates a lack 
of thorough planning. 
The huge influx of political prisoners into the prison system following the anti communist purge of 
1933 meant that Germany’s ‘regular’ prisons were overwhelmed and new prison sites had to be es-
tablished in a hurry. Concentration camps like Dachau were highly improvised to begin with, and 
often served as a statement to the German public that ‘threats’ to Germany from the communists 
had been dealt with. This hurried development of a concentration camp network suggests that ini-
tially a haphazard and unplanned approach prevailed, but in later years the camp network became 
far more systematised. 
The chaotic development of the police state became more ordered after 1936 when all organs of the 
secret police were merged together into one body, the SIPO, and all repression fell to the responsi-
bility of Himmler and the SS. This consolidation of the police state represented attempts by the 
Nazi Party to give it a coherent structure that it had lacked since it developed, but it also left enor-
mous power in Himmler’s hands. This ultimately never developed into a threat to Hitler’s rule, but 
it was also a development he had neither planned nor wished for.


